S_R09_OTT.REC_SITE_PT_PAT
SDE Feature Class
Tags
Campground, Recreation Area, Recreation Facility, Wayside, Canoe Launches, Boat Launches, Fishing Sites

Summary
This dataset shows locations of primary, maintained recreation facilities. It also shows boat access sites on and adjacent to the ONF. It may be used for analysis and management purposes.

Description
Recreational Sites and Boat/Canoe Access Sites on the Ottawa National Forest

Use limitations
Data may be viewed and used by any and all entities upon request. However, data should not be changed by anyone other than the Ottawa National Forest. The USDA Forest Service does not guarantee accuracy of these data.

Extents
EXTENT
GEORGIC EXTENT
BOUNDING RECTANGLE
* WEST LONGITUDE -90.423057
* EAST LONGITUDE -88.033878
* NORTH LATITUDE 46.867303
* SOUTH LATITUDE 45.938563
* EXTENT CONTAINS THE RESOURCE Yes

EXTENT IN THE ITEM'S COORDINATE SYSTEM
* WEST LONGITUDE 238901.584172
* EAST LONGITUDE 419920.878037
* SOUTH LATITUDE 5092739.630887
* NORTH LATITUDE 5190954.055555
* EXTENT CONTAINS THE RESOURCE Yes

Spatial Reference
ARCGIS COORDINATE SYSTEM
* TYPE Projected
* GEOGRAPHIC COORDINATE REFERENCE GCS_North_American_1983
* PROJECTION NAD_1983_UTM_Zone_16N
* COORDINATE REFERENCE DETAILS
PROJECTED COORDINATE SYSTEM
WELL-KNOWN IDENTIFIER 26916
X ORIGIN -5120899.9982916601
Y ORIGIN -9998099.9986551497
XY SCALE 7812.499927240506
Z ORIGIN 0
Z SCALE 1
M ORIGIN 0
Process Step

Process Description

The data for this coverage was originally derived directly from the 1:24,000 CFFs (Cartographic Feature Files). Additional data was entered either with GPS information, or editing with the DOQ in the background.

Process Date 03/03/2005

Distribution Liability

The USDA Forest Service manages resource information and derived data as a service to USDA Forest Service users of digital geographic data. The USDA Forest Service is in no way condoning or endorsing the application of these data for any given purpose. It is the sole responsibility of the user to determine whether or not the data are suitable for the intended purpose. It is also the obligation of the user to apply the data in an appropriate and conscientious manner. The USDA Forest Service provides no warranty, nor accepts any liability occurring from any incorrect, incomplete, or misleading data, or from any incorrect, incomplete, or misleading use of these data.

Much of the USDA Forest Service data are compiled, processed, and maintained with ARC/INFO software developed by the Environmental Systems Research Institute (ESRI). Much of the information presented uses conventions and terms popularized by ARC/INFO and its user community. The mention of commercial firms or products is for clarity and identification of procedures and methods only, and no endorsements are implied by the USDA Forest Service.